2020

Term 4 - 30 October
Principal’s Reflection - Joanne Rock
There are some moments in time that you just
know will stay with you forever, etched into
your memory because of the significance and
magnitude of that experience. Last Thursday
is definitely going to be one of those times for
me. On Thursday 22 October, our Year 12
cohort celebrated the official end to thirteen
years of formal education, six of them here
at FCJ College. After what can only be described as a year
like no other in living memory, and with tight restrictions about
what could and could not be done, our Year 12 students chose
to focus on the positives and in doing so, created a very special
Celebration day.
Our Year 12 students met with us and planned a day that allowed them to celebrate all that was good and beautiful in
their time with us at FCJ College. They entered into the spirit
of the day with joy, gratitude, humour, excitement and shared
that with the whole school community as best as we could. I
could not be prouder of this group of young adults who have
shown great resilience and positivity when it would have been
very easy for them to do the opposite. They showed great faith
in us being able to offer them a special day that will live on
in their collective memory, and participated in the day with
dignity, respect and maturity. The students undertaking VCAL
and unscored VCE have completed all their tasks and will now
be enjoying their break from studies before the next phase of
their life journey kicks in, whilst our scored VCE students are
undertaking revision classes in preparation for the VCE written examinations that start on 10 November. Our thoughts and
prayers are with the class of 2020 over these next couple of
months.
The rest of our students have settled back nicely into school life
onsite. All are managing the compulsory mask wearing and the
social distancing rules. There is a great buzz around the College, as classes come back together and re-establish class routines. I was invited to see the Year 9 students PBL projects on the

invisible farmer. The students demonstrated their knowledge
with great creativity and diversity, and were rightly proud of
their efforts. Our Project Based Learning team continue to provide our Year 9 students with engaging and innovative learning
opportunities that allow our students to develop a range of
skills in the unique learning process that is PBL.
Our science department has also plunged into a wide range of
practical activities that really needed to wait until we were all
back onsite. Numerous dissections have taken place, along with
chemistry and physics practicals that have assisted in understanding the theory students have done during remote learning.
Lovely aromas are emanating again from our Food Technology
room and the sound of construction is again being heard from
the Wood Technology space. Our College feels alive again!
Last week we received the exciting news that an application
for some facility upgrades that was submitted in late February
has been successful. State Minister of Education, James Merlino
informed me that our $2 million dollar application has been
approved and that we will be able to undertake the upgrades
in the areas outlined in our application. We will be refurbishing our Food and Wood Technology rooms, along with the M4
– M6 general purpose classrooms to better facilitate 21st century learning. We will also be upgrading our student amenities
in the Mitchell Wing, both upstairs and downstairs. We are
obviously delighted with this support from the government and
are keen to get things underway so that all those spaces will be
modernised and ready to go for the 2022 school year.
All in all, the last couple of weeks have been full of beauty,
truth and goodness at FCJ College.
Take care and stay well.
Joanne Rock
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Private Music Tuition @ FCJ

Calendar

Sue Ciantar

NOVEMBER
2
3
4-9
6
10
16
24-27
30

MMusStud,
Dip MusT, ATMusA, Dip Biochem

STUDENT FREE DAY - Mid-term break
STUDENT FREE DAY - Melbourne Cup Day
Yr 12 classes as normal - exam preparation
Year 7 & 10 Immunisation
VCAA Exams commence
STUDENT FREE DAY - Staff PL Day
Year 11 Exams
Year 11 Feedback Day

Piano Teacher
Piano lessons for all ages.
Enquiries welcome.

Telephone: 0418 320 472
Email: mscian@me.com

DECEMBER
1-4
4
7-9
10

Guitar Lessons

Year 12 Heads Up Program
Year 11 Students Final Day
Year 7-10 Exams
Year 7-10 Students Final Day

Acoustic
Nylon
Electric guitar
AMEB grades.

Ms Nada Lupo

Bachelor of Arts (music major) LaTrobe University Grad Dip
Ed (University Of Melbourne)

Enquiries: 5762 1222

or see Sue at the FCJ Front Office
Spaces are available for guitar lessons. If interested,
please leave your name and contact details at the
front office.

The second round of Year 7 school immunisations and Year 10 immunisations are being conducted at this school on Friday
6 November 2020. The following vaccines will be offered on this day:

YEAR LEVEL

VACCINES OFFERED

YEAR 7 MALE & FEMALE STUDENTS

GARDASIL9 (HPV) DOSE 2 FINAL DOSE

YEAR 10 MALE & FEMALE STUDENTS

MENINGOCOCCAL ACWY – ONE DOSE ONLY

These vaccinations are funded as part of the Victorian Secondary Schools Immunisation Program. Should your child miss out
on starting their vaccination course this year they may not be eligible to receive them for free in subsequent years in the
school program.
If your child has been vaccinated elsewhere and you have not already done so, please notify council’s immunisation team on
1800 655 360.
If you DO NOT wish for your child to receive any further vaccinations or if you have any enquiries about the program or your
child’s vaccinations, please contact Wodonga Council’s Immunisation Team on 1800 655 360.
Year 7 Students
Consent cards for Year 7 students should have already been signed and completed for these vaccinations earlier this year.
If your Year 7 child missed the first dose of vaccines please contact council’s immunisation team on 1800 655 360 to obtain
a consent card (if consent card previously not returned). Council can administer the first dose of vaccines at school if we
have a signed consent card. To complete the vaccine course, students must attend a council immunisation session or their
GP, 6 months after dose 1 was given.
Year 10 Students
Consent cards for Year 10 students were recently distributed for Meningococcal ACWY. Year 10 students who have NOT
returned a Meningococcal ACWY consent card may obtain a spare consent card from the school office. This completed
consent card must be returned on or before the vaccination date.
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Year 12 Celebration Day - 22 October
FCJ College is so proud of our Class of 2020! Last week
they celebrated their end to 13 years of formal education with humour, dignity and gratitude. There were
times over this year when we wondered if we would be
able to celebrate as a group, but it all came together
thanks to staff and students working together and focusing on what we COULD do, not on what we couldn’t.
Congratulations Class of 2020!
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Congratulations Year 12s
“Celebration is always
a special day, but this
year it is a remarkable day. As you have
achieved what no
other group of students has achieved
in the over 100-year
history of this school.
You have successfully completed your
Year 12 education in
the midst of a global
pandemic and I believe that history
could not have chosen a better collection of young people
to handle the obstacles that have been thrown at you
this year.
I had the pleasure of meeting most of you as your
Year 7 English or Drama Teacher. In some cases both. I
was immediately struck by how friendly and energetic
you all were.
Over the past six years, two as your Learning Leader,
I have been able to add a string of other adjectives to
that list. Tough, Intelligent, Funny, Brave and Kind.
These are all wonderful qualities that I value and respect.
Without drifting into the realm of cliché, it is safe to
say that you are leaving FCJ College and entering a
world that looks far different to what it did when you
started in Year 7.
I have total confidence in each and every one of your
abilities to navigate the future and achieve the success
you deserve.
Completing Year 12 is a significant achievement and
one that you all should be very proud of; it is all too
common to hear stories of people who just give up
when things get difficult. Well this year got difficult
and you are all still here, still standing, still smiling.
You are a credit to your families, your school and
yourselves.
I encourage you all to enjoy today. You have earned
it. Take the time to shake hands (in a Covid-safe way)
and share a moment with everybody. Even if you have
not spoken with that person since Year 7. Even if your
relationship with somebody has had some bumps
along the way and is perhaps not as strong as it once
was. I would argue it is even more important to share
admin@fcjbenalla.catholic.edu.au

a moment with these people than anyone, because in
the grand scheme of things, what you have achieved
today, together is more important than any petty disagreement you have had along the way.
Once this celebration is over, it is time to reset and
refocus. The next challenge ahead for each of you will
look very different. Some will be entering the workforce, some preparing for exams. Whatever your focus is, I encourage you to attack it with the enthusiasm, hope and energy that you have put into today
and every day for the past six years.
As your time at FCJ College comes to an end, I would
like to leave you with some advice. As you head out
into the world beyond Benalla, I encourage you to be
proud of your town and be proud of your school.
Too often do I hear people of all ages talk negatively
about coming from small schools and small towns.
As someone who has lived, worked and studied in
towns both big and small, I can say that when you
enter the workforce or further study, you have every
bit as much to offer the world as someone who grew
up in Melbourne and went a 1000 plus school with
swimming pools and tennis courts. Never let anyone
tell you otherwise, and never feel as if you need to
talk down where you have come from. This town and
this school has shaped who you are and that is to be
celebrated.
I encourage you to not make excuses, even if you have
them. Don’t blame others, even if there are others to
blame. Be accountable, self-reliant and hard working.
At times you will only be able to rely upon yourself
so it is important that you surround yourself with the
right people.
Strive to make those around you better and only surround yourselves with people who challenge you to
be better.
Don’t expect things to just happen because you want
them to.
Don’t tell yourself that anything is too good for you
or that you are too good for anything. You are worthy of all experiences that life has to offer and every
experience that life offers holds lessons and value.
You are all part of the history of FCJ College and FCJ
College is a part of your history. Please carry that history with pride and remember that you always have a
home here.
Thank you all and congratulations!”

Guy Durance (Yr 12 Learning Leader)
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School Captains 2020 Final Speech

Lia Greenhalgh
& Tim Buykx
“Hello everyone! It’s been a while since
we have had a chance to talk at an assembly. Today we are here to celebrate
the graduation of the Class of 2020.
This year has definitely been one of
a kind. For the past 5 years we have
looked forward to this year with excitement and, if anyone had told us that
we would be battling a pandemic we
would have thought they were joking.
Although this year has brought many
disappointments and missed opportunities, 2020 will remain a year that we
will never forget. It has allowed each
and every one of us at FCJ College to
adapt to a different way of life and understand that nothing is impossible.
We think it is fair to say that we, the
Class of 2020, have come a long way
since walking through the front gates
for our very first time in 2015. Over the
past five years, we have learnt valuable skills and knowledge, made longlasting friendships with peers who
have come and gone and returned, and
of course had never ending fun that
school provides. We think that now is
an appropriate time to share with you
some of the experiences the graduating
class of 2020 has enjoyed since our life
at FCJ College began.
Looking back, it is so hard to imagine
that one of the very first memories we
experienced as a year level at Camp
Howqua is nearing six years ago. Camp
Howqua became the backbone of the
friendships that have ignited between
us, as we are sure the same thing has
happened for all of you.
As the years went on, we continued to
create fond memories that have since
remained meaningful to us all. 2016 became the year that we were no longer
the ‘newbies’ of the school. It was the
year that Pokemon Go was the ‘thing’,
Harambe was sacrificed, John Cena
always invisible, and saw many tables sliding down the stairs. The Year 8
camp was a visit to Melbourne where
we watched the musical “We will Rock

You”, ate pizza at La Porchetta and
challenged our fear of heights at Eureka Skydeck. We also welcomed Ms Rock
as Principal, who has been so lucky to
have half of us as her Pastoral Group
this year.
The following year we entered Year 9.
Our cohort was lucky enough to be the
first students at FCJ College to experience the PBL space. As we are all sure
that Mrs Hughes, Mrs Crook and Ms
Willcock can agree that year brought
much stress, new ways of thinking and
a whole lot of fun.
In 2018, our ski trip to Mount Buller
exposed everyone’s flaws at skiing besides the Walshes, as well as having a
group of us fortunate enough to travel
to Japan where we were all introduced
to a foreign culture, whilst experiencing
and learning about their unique customs and traditions.
2019 allowed for the international and
national travel to continue with the
Philippines immersion and the Central
Australia trip. Our special Presentation
Ball enabled a collective experience
that enhanced so many friendships as
well.
Many students of our cohort were involved in the three productions in 2015,
2017 and 2019. The 2019 production,
The Wizard of Oz is especially important as our year level was involved as
actors, music, backstage and students
of the U3/4 Business class helped with
tickets and promotion.
Then 2020 happened. Entering the
year, at our Year 12 Retreat in Dookie,
we were so oblivious to what this year
had in store for us. This year, reflection and gratitude have proven to be of
most importance, taking time to reflect
on what brings you joy.
2020 has particularly been a year of
good and bad memories. As Joni Mitchell says in her song ‘Big Yellow Taxi’,
“...you don’t know what you got till it’s
gone.” We have especially learnt that
this year, as many things we often took
for granted were taken away. We have
come to appreciate the friendships we
formed at school, as remote learning
gave us the opportunity to picture what
our lives will be like after graduation.
We have realised that we will no longer see our friends at school everyday,
which has allowed us to cherish the remaining time we have together. Going
to school in itself has become special.
We are sure everyone has had moments
where school seems to be a burden, but
now can appreciate the joy that school
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provides after each remote learning.
We must remember how privileged we
are here at FCJ College, a great school
with fantastic staff and students, and
to have gratitude for the ability to have
access to an education.
It would be very meaningful if we had
time to share many more memories
that we have endured over the years,
but we are sure that so many of our
memories are shared or of some similarity to yours.
We also wish to thank our teachers.
We have been tough to control at times
and we are grateful that you have never given up on us, even though we may
have managed to drive some teachers
to retirement. Despite this, you have
all stayed resilient and have had such a
positive impact on shaping us into the
cohort we are today. On behalf of the
entire Year 12 group, we would like to
let the whole school know how lucky
and grateful we are for the amount of
effort you have put in for us to succeed
since day one. We are grateful for the
support you have given our year level
through the difficult times and the
friendships we have formed as students and teachers.
To our fellow Year 12s, we hope you are
proud of what you have accomplished
this year and over your entire education at FCJ College. This year is nothing
like what we had imagined, but after
what has occurred, we know that we
can make it through anything. We are
a bright cohort, strong and determined
to succeed and we can’t wait to see
what each of us will achieve in the near
future. We wish you the best of luck for
all your future endeavours, no matter
what they may be - university, Tafe,
gainful employment, hobbies, goals
or whatever you wish to do with your
life. We may not have a group photo on
the senior study space wall, but that
doesn’t depreciate the fact that we will
always have a place here at FCJ College.
We are the generation that is about to
launch into the world.
We are the Class of 2020!”

Lia & Tim
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Year 7 Science - Parachutes
Last week we did an interesting experiment about the landing time of a parachute. In this experiment we first had to make the parachute, it was made
of a plastic sail, some string and a paper clip which was meant to be a person. We investigated different factors affecting the landing time of parachutes
including surface area of the canopy and masses of the person. After making
the parachute we had to drop it from about two metres and record the time
to find the average. Most of the parachutes worked well and it was a fun
experiment. - Lily Evans

Year 7s preparing stained wet mounts for microscopes
On Monday 26 October we did a science experiment. We used a microscope to look at the cells of celery sticks, bananas, onions and potatoes.
Dakota and myself found it very interesting when we looked into the microscope. We saw some very interesting
things and we had to draw a replica of it on a sheet of paper. We wore hand gloves to use methylene blue and iodine solution to stain the specimens on the slide with cover slips. We hope to do this experiment again.
- By Isabella Smith & Dakota Harris
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Year 9 Science - the brain
Year 9s
investigated the
brain using a model
and brain dissection.
They also observed the
effect of cerebrospinal fluid inside the skull
protecting the brain, by
observing the movement of egg in a
water medium.

NEURONS AND BRAIN LEARNING
Yesterday we did two interesting experiments outside the classroom in beautiful weather.
The first activity was on neurons. We placed two toothpicks in play dough and tested to see how the pressure points
are felt at different parts of the body indicating the different number of neurons on different parts of the body.
The second activity was on how our brain learns by doing it more than once.
It involved a mirror and some paper and having to draw and trace around a star by looking at the mirror image of
the star. We soon found out our brain learns faster by doing actions repeatedly.
- By Ethan Scipione and Jeron Jiby Joseph
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Year 8 Photography Winners
The students were asked to take an interesting photo during lockdown. These
were then judged by Ms Rock, their
Pastoral and Learning leaders and their
peers. Many of the Year 8 students
entered the competition. The photos
included bike stunts, animal friends and
pictures of nature. The photos were of
excellent quality and it was terrific to
see the varied interests of the students.
Congratulations to:
Abby Cooke, Ruby Jackson, Kelsey
Scriven, Zanthe Newham, Abby Ogden,
Meiya Milligan-Brown, Willem Hyland
and Alex Kearney.

VCAL practical project

Yr 10 Food Technology
Butter chicken and naan bread.

VCAL students working on their practical
project in Work Related Skills, making a
Cornhole game set.
Two boards are made
and painted.
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Year 10 Systems Engineering
The Yr 10 Systems Engineering class is currently practising their soldering skills, learning
about new electronic components and using components to create electronic systems.
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Year 9s investigating the structure of neurons
Year 9 students investigated the structure of neurons by making
a model of sensory, motor and interneurons using wire, plasticine, glue, match sticks, beads and
pipe cleaners. They labelled and explained the different part of the neurons.
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Some of the Melbourne FCJ Sisters in 2020
As a continuation of the theme on which I wrote for the previous newsletter, I wish to introduce to you some of the FCJ Sisters
currently living and working in Melbourne. In this newsletter, I will feature Sr Barbara Brown-Graham who is the FCJ
Area Leader in Australia, Sr Aileen Ryan the Australia Archivist and Sr Helen Buckley an Area Consultor to Sr Barbara
Brown-Graham. I hope you enjoy meeting these generous and hardworking women through the stories that they have shared.
Sr Barbara Brown-Graham fcJ

My role as the FCJ Area Leader in Australia is primarily to animate the FCJ Mission and
to support the Sisters in their lives and ministry so that we may continue to be women
of the Resurrection, messengers of the Good News of Jesus. I work alongside our colleagues and other FCJ sisters who carry out our corporate mission of education in the
schools, who animate the life of the communities where the sisters live, who support
the older sisters in their places of care. In a way, this role is a role of connecting with
others and enabling others. I need often to connect with our FCJ Society beyond Australia – especially with our General Superior, Sr Bonnie Moser, in England and with the
other FCJ Area Leaders.

Returning permanently to Australia (from London) at the end of February this year, I arrived just in time
to be ‘locked down’ in Melbourne. Because my role involves a lot of moving around and meeting people,
this has posed challenges and opportunities! COVID has caused us to use completely new ways of communicating, connecting with and encouraging one another, keeping up-to-date and sharing information,
news and requests for prayer through memos and emails, through Zoom and Skype conferences, via the
telephone and WhatsApp. This is never as good as face-to-face connecting with one another, but it is really a wonderful support and aid to creatively connect, both personally and in community groups. When
this period of lockdown ceases I am most looking forward to personal visits!
We had a great celebration in September of the 65 years of vowed FCJ life, love and service of three of our
Sisters – and all this via Zoom! The celebration ended with the FCJ virtual choir singing so wonderfully
Mary’s song of praise, the Magnificat. https://www.fcjsisters.org/news/17544/
Likewise we celebrated Sr Kathleen Mary’s 100th birthday via Zoom – though you can’t eat a delicious
birthday cake on Zoom! Around this time also we were virtually present with our Sisters in Asia for the key
moment of a vow ceremony on the remote island of Flores in Indonesia. We have had some wonderful
connections with our Sisters in Manila, in Myanmar and in Europe through their YouTube presentations
of the ways they continue to serve the people. https://www.fcjsisters.org/news/a-day-in-the-life-of-sisterson-lockdown/ And here in Australia our ministry of prayer for you all never ceases. Those who carry out
the ministry of spiritual accompaniment continue to do so in new ways. We have much to celebrate and
in some ways enjoy this new creativity and flexibility!
Our planning for the celebration of 200 years since Marie Madeleine founded the FCJ Society in Amiens,
France, in 1820 has been long in the making, but due to COVID it has evolved very differently. One of
the jewels is the FCJ Bicentenary Grants program and your wonderful Multipurpose Hall in Benalla rising
before our eyes and soon to be used!
We wish God’s special blessings to you all and we hold you all close to our hearts during these very challenging times. Courage and confidence, but above all, great confidence! - Written by Sr Barbara fcJ

Sr Aileen Ryan fcJ

During the months of COVID lockdown, the work of the FCJ Archives has continued
to take place remotely, although with some restrictions due to the ‘working from
home’ scenario.

As well as my work in FCJ Archives, I am the editor of the FCJ “in-house” monthly
newsletter, ‘Chatroom’. The major way that COVID has influenced this publication is
that, particularly in Melbourne where lockdown has been very strict, items of news
have been a little more limited than usual. I receive articles, with accompanying photographs, from our sisters in Myanmar, Indonesia and the Philippines, together with news items from the
FCJ Sisters in Australia. It is an excellent way for the FCJ Sisters in Asia and Australia to stay connected on
a regular basis, in an interesting and engaging way. The accompanying photographs bring the stories to
life and really make them sing! This publication is distributed across the whole of the Society and, from the
feedback we receive, it is read with great interest and enthusiasm.					
cont....
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Some of the Melbourne FCJ Sisters in 2020
Parish life has been quite restricted during the COVID months. I continue to get the Parish newsletters,
which are sent to me every week. We have a regular communion service at our home in Fairfield and
participate in televised Mass. As a community, we take care to be in contact with our FCJ Sisters who live
alone, or in aged care, we look forward to a time, hopefully very soon, when we may engage and visit face
to face.
We wish peace, blessings and good health to all of the students, staff and our many friends in Benalla and
surrounds. - Written by Sr Aileen fcJ

Sr Helen Buckley fcJ
I am currently an Area Consultor to Sr Barbara Brown-Graham fcJ, who is our Leader
in Australia. The Area Council meets regularly with Sr Barbara. I am also Local Leader
of a communio group of FCJs in Australia and a Genazzano FCJ College Council Director. The COVID pandemic has had an enormous effect on the traditional way that we
meet and so we have all become much more adept with internet communication and
exploring various ways we can connect and converse via the internet. I am happy to
say that this has worked quite successfully, although it is still no substitute for meeting face to face. I am also Secretary of the Richmond Catholic Parish of St. Ignatius
and St. James Parish Pastoral Council, a member of the St. Ignatius Liturgy Committee
and a member of the St. Ignatius Parish Choir. Over the past months of the COVID
lockdown and social distancing I have been able to stay very connected with our Parish Priest, Fr Huy and we look forward to a time in the near future when our Parish
activities may revert to our pre-COVID way of connecting.
I am also a Member of the FCJ Communications Committee and a Member of the Friends of Romania & the
Philippines Committee. One of the main activities of the Communications Committee is the publication of
“FCJ News”. This bi-annual newsletter is distributed throughout the FCJ Society, worldwide, as well as to
our local Colleges, Parishes, family & friends and Alumnae communities. The work of Friends of Romania
is to raise funds for the continued work of the Society in education and promoting income generating
projects in both Romania and Asia.
Photo with Sr Helen was taken at the last FCJ Asia-Australia Assembly at Genazzano, accompanied by
Tyas fcJ (left) and Meita fcJ (right)
This year, after completing my Grad. Dip. in Ignatian Spirituality online, I can certainly empathise with our
VCE students at FCJ College Benalla and Genazzano FCJ College, who are completing these vital education years in a very different and challenging way. I salute students and their teachers for their commitment and creativity with online learning. - Written by Sr Helen fcJ

I acknowledge with the gratitude the Sisters Barbara, Aileen, Helen who have shared their vision,
and mission with the FCJ College Benalla community. I also wish to mention the kindness and
support of Mary Kofoed who is secretary to the FCJ Sisters in Australia. Mary helped to ensure
that this newsletter article would be published. We give thanks for the Faithful Companions of
Jesus and offer our prayers that they will continue to be blessed with growing faith, enduring
hope and generous love.
Jane Branigan
RE Teacher
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Literacy Hub Update

30/10/2020
In the blink of an eye Book Week has come and gone. As is tradition, my choices fell flat and didn’t do
any good, just like the Melbourne Cup! This year’s Senior category winner is:
This is how we change the ending. By Vikki Wakefield
Sixteen-year-old Nate McKee is doing his best to be invisible. He's worried
about a lot of things-how his dad treats Nance and his twin half-brothers; the
hydro crop growing in his bedroom; the way his friend Merrick always drags
him into fights. And he has never forgiven his mother for leaving.
But none of it is his fight, right? He's just waiting for his time. Nate hangs out at
YouthWorks, the local youth centre threatened with closure, and fills his
notebooks with the things he can't say. But when some of his pages are stolen
and his words are graffitied on the wall of the centre, Nate realises he has
allies. He might be able to make a difference, change his life, and claim his
future. Or can he?

Most of this year’s Senior reads centre around the theme of family and how we perceive family and
this novel certainly meets this criteria. Vikki Wakefield, an Australian author, creates gutsy characters,
coming-of-age stories and complex relationships. Her other works include All I ever wanted, Friday
Brown and Ballad for a Mad Girl.

Halloween:
Although as a society we do not celebrate Halloween or condone the ideals behind it, it is still a good
opportunity to decorate the library and have some ‘fun’. This year we had a Five line Spooky story
competition that had our imaginations pumping and in some cases our bones jumping! Some students
were able to take this very simple concept to the next level and with prizes on offer, many let their
imaginations take flight and some evoked the same air as a Steven King novel.
Here are some examples:
“She blew away like dust.”

“Death, the only way out.”

“Yesterday I died in pain.“

“The plop slaughtered the innocent”

“He peeled off his face.”

“The alleyway stood quiet.”

“My spirit is trapped inside.”

“Darkness drowned out the screams”

“Scared, shivering head under blanket” “Dumpster shut, he was stuck”

Thanks to all those that entered and winners will be announced next week.

Mrs Keady (Teacher Librarian)
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INSIGHTS

A flexible approach to raising kids

This year’s unique challenges have brought a sharper focus on child-rearing styles. Parents who rely one style have o en
struggled to meet the emotional needs of their children.
Kids who are worried, fearful or fretting about the future initially benefit from a nurturant, empathetic approach. “I get it” is
what they want to hear so they feel safe and secure. They also benefit from a firmer approach where an adult communicates
“You can cope with this” is something kids need to hear when they experience change, di iculty and disappointment.
This combination of nurturance and firmness is known as an authoritative approach according to Diane Baumrind, a leading
researcher on parenting styles. A purely nurturant style is known as a permissive style, while a singularly firm style is known as
authoritarian.

Warm cat, firm dog
It’s helpful to use a cat and dog metaphor when discussing the authoritative approach. As dog-owners know these pets are highly
relational and respond favorably to attention. The dog style of parenting is empathetic and has an encouraging, relationshipbuilding focus. Cats, on the other hand, are usually self-su icient and can live happily without you. Continuing the metaphor, the
cat style of parenting is more likely to challenge kids, better able to manage poor behaviour and provide solid family leadership.

Body language counts
The dog-cat styles are expressed through our non-verbal language – our tone of voice, posture and heads. A cat speaks in a flat,
clipped voice using a minimum of words. Their head is still, its body upright and confident. A cat is calm, quiet and in control. A
dog, on the other hand, speaks with lots of inflection in their voice. They’ll smile a great deal and lean in when they speak. It’s a
warmer more approachable style suited to conversations and building relationships.

Which style do you identify with?
Most people naturally have a preference for one style over the other. If you defer to one then you may have to work a little harder
or more consciously to bring the other side to the fore. Many parents working in partnership with each other will share the dogcat loads. One parent is firm in approach, while the other uses a warmer, more personal approach. Sometimes parents switch
styles according to the gender or personality of their children. This is quite common as boys have a tendency to bring out the
firm cat in their fathers and the warmer, protective dog-side in their mothers.
Conversely, fathers o en respond to their daughters in dog-like ways and anecdotally, it seems, many mothers are more
naturally cat-like with their daughters. Single parents without the luxury of sharing the parenting will generally need to be
flexible and move between the two styles.
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Avoid mixed messages
Get your cat and dog wrong and you risk being ine ective and failing to meet either a child’s needs or the needs of a particular
situation. If your first response to a child’s di iculty is to be distant and unapproachable, then you are probably not meeting their
immediate emotional needs. Your child or young person needs you to be approachable or dog-like when they come to you with
genuine concerns. Conversely, approach a child or teen whose behaviour isn’t up to standard with a dog-like approach and
you’ll be ignored or not taken seriously, leaving you either angry or deflated.

Flexibility is the key
It’s my experience that it’s possible to move seamlessly between the two modes but it takes awareness and practice. If you
naturally default to cat mode, then you may have to put some conscious e ort into responding with empathy and nurturance
when your child or young person struggles. Alternatively, you may practise dog-like behaviours easily but have to work on your
cat side to promote independence and manage your child’s behaviour. In time these switches become automatic as your
awareness grows enabling you to adopt new ways of parenting. Your e ectiveness and satisfaction levels will increase as you
move seamlessly between the cat and dog parenting styles.

Related webinar
Our school has a membership with Parenting Ideas. As part of this membership, you can attend the upcoming webinar
‘Parenting like a cat and dog’ at no cost.
About

In this webinar, Michael Grose uses cat and dog metaphors to introduce parents to two diverse styles of parenting. This will
increase their ability and confidence to manage, nurture and build relationships with their children.
When

11 November 2020 8:00pm AEDT.
To redeem

1. Click this link: https://www.parentingideas.com.au/parent-resources/parent-webinars/webinar-parenting-like-a-cat-and-dog
2. Click ‘Add to cart’
3. Click ‘View cart’
4. Enter the voucher code METAPHOR and click ‘Apply Coupon’ Your discount of $37 will be applied.
5. Click ‘Proceed to checkout’
6. Fill in your account details including our school’s name to verify your eligibility. These are the details you will use to login to
your account and access your webinar and resources
7. Click ‘Place Order’
This o er is valid until 31 December 2020. If you’re unable to make the broadcast time, just register anyway and you will get
access to the recording. The recording will be available in your Parenting Ideas dashboard so you can refer to it at anytime.

Michael Grose
Michael Grose, founder of Parenting Ideas, is one of Australia’s leading parenting educators. He’s an
award-winning speaker and the author of 12 books for parents including Spoonfed Generation, and
the bestselling Why First Borns Rule the World and Last Borns Want to Change It . Michael is a former
teacher with 15 years experience, and has 30 years experience in parenting education. He also holds a
Master of Educational Studies from Monash University specialising in parenting education.
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Youth Employment
Program
The Working for Victoria Youth Employment Program
is an opportunity for young people to gain experience
in the Victorian public service. Up to 800 young people
will have the opportunity to get a ‘foot in the door’
and develop skills for the future.
Young people are among the most severely
impacted by the economic downturn – a larger
proportion of people aged under 30 are losing
work and it is likely to take longer for them
to find a new job.
That’s why the Youth Employment Program is
supporting unemployed young people to find work.

What kind of work is available?
Up to 800 6-12 month jobs will be available
across Victorian government departments and
agencies. The jobs are in both metro and regional
areas and will include administrative assistants,
project support officers, quality and safeguarding
officers, guest services officers, operations officer
and vegetation officers.
As roles become available, they will be advertised
on Working for Victoria’s online jobs platform.

Training, support and development
Each participant will undertake a short training
course in Public Sector Administration, which
provides an introduction to working in the public
service. In addition to general supervision,
participants will be provided job-preparation,
mentoring and post-placement support to
enhance their future employment opportunities.

Who is eligible?
These roles are open to Victorians who are:
•

aged between 17 and 29 years
at the time of application

•

unemployed

•

eligible to be employed
by the Victorian Government.

What is Working for Victoria?
The Youth Employment Program is part of the
Working for Victoria initiative, which helps Victorians,
including people who have lost their jobs as a
result of coronavirus (COVID-19), find paid work that
supports our community.
Working for Victoria helps jobseekers to find work and
employers find workers fast.

How can young people apply for
the Youth Employment Program?
To view and apply for roles candidates must
register as a jobseeker on the Working for
Victoria online jobs platform. To register visit
vic.gov.au/workingforvictoria.
From there, young people can provide information
about job preferences, location, skills and experience.
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Jobs will be advertised as they become available.

Authorised by the Victorian Government, 1 Treasury Place, Melbourne

CLASSROOM TEACHER
(1.0 FTE – 2021 - possibility of ongoing)
Are you a passionate and engaged teacher looking to join an innovative and
flexible learning space with the aim to support young people (years 7 to 12)?
An exciting opportunity exists at Borinya Wangaratta Community Partnership
for a full-time Teacher, fixed term for the 2021 school year, with the
possibility of ongoing employment.
The role offers the opportunity to take on a new challenge in your teaching
career, enjoy a diverse work environment and make a real difference to
young people’s lives through creative and supportive teaching practices
during a period of time when they may be struggling with social or emotional
challenges or when mainstream school isn’t meeting their needs.
Experience in delivering literacy and numeracy curricular in a primary school
setting would be an advantage, with the successful applicant requiring a
demonstrated commitment to the wellbeing, safety and respect of young
people within a Catholic educational community.
For further information, a tour of our facilities, or an application pack please
contact Borinya on 03 5721 2174 or email principal@borinya.catholic.edu.au.
Please forward your application, including a cover letter, resume and two
professional referees to principal@borinya.catholic.edu.au
Applications close Friday 13th November, 2020
www.borinya.catholic.edu.au
Facebook

FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION OFFICER
ONGOING -PART-TIME (0.6 FTE)
Are you a suitably qualified or experienced Finance/Administration
officer looking for a part-time role in a diverse, collaborative and
supportive environment? Borinya Wangaratta Community Partnership
is a flexible learning space for young people in years 7 to 12.
Borinya is looking for the right individual to join the team to support
the Business Manager and Principal, through undertaking a range of
finance and administrative duties. This position will commence 27th
January, 2021.
Accountancy qualifications/skills would be highly regarded but not
essential, with the successful candidate displaying enthusiasm, good
work ethic and attitude, along with high level organisation and time
management skills. A Working with Children Check is required.
Working hours are 8.30am – 4.30pm, with days to be negotiated.
For further information, a tour of our facilities, or to obtain a position
description and application form please phone Carole Breust, the
Business Manager, on 03 5721 2174 or email
admin@borinya.catholic.edu.au
Applications close Friday, 13th November, 2020
www.borinya.catholic.edu.au
Facebook

